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Abstract: In this paper, a direct magneto-voltaic effect in biomass derived graphene sheets oxide in solution state was observed. 3.0 
Volt was detected under a magnetic field of 0.02 T. The possible mechanism of this process has been proposed, that could be 
attributed to the superconducting effect of biomass graphene sheets oxide under a magnetic field. 
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1. Introduction 

Graphene is the single layer of graphite, it was just 

been discovered within 6 six years. Graphene has 

higher electron conductivity and thermal conductivity 

than graphite. Currently the usage of graphene in the 

manufacturing of super-capacitor is very similar with 

traditional method. This invention demonstrated 

ability for using graphene oxide solution as 

electrolytes for super-capacitor and maintains the 

stored electron current by magnetic force. Therefore 

we can control the discharging rate of this totally 

novel biomass derived graphene oxide based 

super-capacittery pool. In the future we can determine 

the storage electron-current amount by the used 

volume of graphene oxide solution rather than the area 

of electrodes. In our previously publications, we have 

demonstrated a feasible pathway for preparing 

graphene sheets carbon materials from biomass 

derived biochar [1-5]. In this short communication, we 

would like to report an unpredicted magneto voltaic 

occurs in biomass derived graphene sheets oxide 

solution.  
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2. Experimental Section 

Experimental was carried out by homemade 

biomass derived graphene sheets oxide solution [1], 

the concentration was 1 wt% with a transparency light 

brown color. A homemade wireless charging box was 

built to provide a homogeneous alternative current 

magnetic field, from 0 T to 0.05 T. 100 mL of the 

battled biomass derived graphene sheets oxide 

solution was placed directly in the center area in the 

magnetic field for wireless charging for 0 to 30 min, 

under a magnetic field strength of 0 to 0.02 T. Results 

are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 shows the charging 

curve of biomass derived graphene sheets oxide 

solution under various charging time. Fig. 2 shows the 

charging curve of biomass derived graphene sheets 

oxide solution under various magnetic field. 

3. Discussion 

For the first time, the directly magneto-voltaic 

effect in biomass derived graphene sheets oxide 

solution was observed. The 1% graphene sheets oxide 

solution is charged by wireless type under low 

magnetic field (< 0.02 T). The maximum charged 

voltage is 3.0 V within 30 min, with a charging rate 

0.1 V/min. Fig. 1 shows  the charging  curve for 0 to 30 
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Fig. 1  Charging curve of biomass derived graphene sheets oxide solution under various charging time.  
 

 
Fig. 2  Charging curve of biomass derived graphene sheets oxide solution under various magnetic field.  
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min under 0.0029 T. The maximum voltage of 1.0 V 

was measured by a commercial Volta-meter, and the 

charging rate is 0.1 V/min. Fig. 2 shows the voltages 

of charged biomass derived graphene sheets oxide 

solution under various magnetic field strength. The 

voltage reaches a maximum was observed and the 

maximum voltage of 3.0 V would be approached at 

magnetic field of 0.02 T. A superconducting storage 

mechanism of this process is proposed. This invented 

product is the first demonstration type in the world 

developed from the idea of the pattern. We predict that 

the commercial fine product will be produced within 

future years. 

4. Conclusions 

For the first time, the directly magneto-voltaic 

effect in biomass derived graphene sheets oxide 

solution was observed and a superconducting storage 

mechanism of this process is proposed. 
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